WE WANT YOUR CLUB TO BE A UKC NOSEWORK CLUB!

Here’s how. Review these ALL NEW guidelines at your next club meeting.

INCENTIVES:
- Obedience Clubs (Regular Status): Once an obedience club offers at least four Master Obedience classes, wave the requirements to become Nosework club and grant Provisional status.
- Rally Clubs (Regular Status): Wave the membership requirements. Rally clubs must host their Nosework matches.
- Send a Nosework Kit to all existing clubs that apply and are accepted to add Nosework.

FOR ANY EXISTING CLUBS WITHOUT NOSEWORK:
- Wave the minimum number of members.
- Require at least one member must have Nosework titles instead of five.
- Allow clubs who are provisional in another area to add Nosework if they have at least 5 members who have titled dogs in Nosework.
- Reduce the provisional status for existing clubs who add Nosework to the required 12 shows/trials instead of the 3-year period who have successfully submitted required paperwork without major errors.

FOR ANY NEW CLUBS:
- Wave the minimum number of members.
- Wave the five members who have Nosework titles if one of their club members is a licensed UKC Nosework judge.
- Reduce the provisional status for existing clubs who add Nosework to the required 12 shows/trials instead of the 3-year period who have successfully submitted required paperwork without major errors.
- All existing clubs that add Nosework, or all new clubs that apply for Nosework per year are put in a drawing. Each club gets a free on-line seminar with Program Manager, Karen Shivers and then gets put into a drawing for an awesome prize.

Apply Now: ukcdogs.com/nosework